While the weather may damper some opportunities to engage your senses, the Lloyd has a few ideas we can't wait to share. Our virtual panel discussion, *Sweet Talk*, will evoke thoughts of delicious desserts. We have podcasts to take you on an audio adventure through history. With the newest issue of *Lloydiana* in the works, we give you a window into the Lloyd's past, present and future.

### Sweet Talk Next Week

The BonBonerie's Opera Cream Torte, photography courtesy of Hatsue Andrews

When: February 25, 7-8 p.m.  
Where: Virtual Panel Discussion  
Reservations Required

Join us for a virtual conversation sure to satisfy your sweet tooth! Sharon Butler of The BonBonerie, Chaske Haverkos of Brown Bear Bakery and Erica Ward of Erica Patricia Sweets sit down to share their favorite ingredients, recipes and techniques in the kitchen. They will also reflect on the broader impact of baked goods and their work in the Greater Cincinnati area.

### New Podcast Series Begins March 1

Ring in Women's History Month with the debut of the four-part podcast series, *Dear Elizabeth*, on March 1. It tells the story of Lucy and Annette Braun, sister scientists who earned the first and third PhDs granted to women by the University of Cincinnati. These podcast episodes give voice to the Brauns through letters to their friend, Elizabeth Brockschlager, a teacher and scientist in Cincinnati whose papers and letters form a truly special collection at the Lloyd.
New *Lloydiana* Coming Soon

Here’s a sneak peek of the cover of the upcoming issue of *Lloydiana*. Topics range from cicadas to the history of the library’s building to a guest article on Mayan research and more. A subscription to our informative, full-color publication is a benefit at every level of membership. **Memberships** are a great way to support the Lloyd and make thoughtful gifts, too.
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